Topographic Modeling of Madidi National Park:
Lower Foothill Forest (Alto Madidi)

This activity will help your students understand that Madidi National Park is extremely diverse in terms
of the various habitat types found within its limits, in part due to altitude. Altitude affects both
temperature and precipitation, the two main factors that determine a terrestrial biome and the
habitats/microhabitats within it. It can therefore influence the plant and animal species that exist
within a given habitat. Students will create topographic models of one of the study sites researched
by WCS scientists while conducting a biological survey in the park. They will use this model to help
them describe/gain insight into the topography of this area and compare how it relates to the
topography of Madidi as a whole.

Objectives:
• To create a topographic model using a 2-dimensional contour map as a reference for land
elevation.
• To understand how altitude is one factor that contributes to the type of biodiversity found in a
particular habitat.
• To locate and map where researchers have spotted jaguars within the Alto Madidi habitat.
Materials:
•
•
•
•
•

Scissors
Glue
Pen or marker
Foam paper
Topographic Modeling Student Worksheet
o Make an additional copy of Figure E
• Madidi Habitat Images
Process:
Part 1:
1) Have your students gather their materials.
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2) Give students a photocopy of the contour map provided (Figure E). Have them cut the map along
the lowest elevation contour line.
3) Students will place their map on their foam paper. They will carefully trace the contour line
representing the lowest elevation, then label the center of the foam paper with a "1."

4) After tracing their first contour line, students will cut it out and set it aside. This will be the base for
their topographic model.
5) Refer students back to their maps. They will cut off the contour line they just traced.
6) Students will place the map on a piece of different color foam paper. Then have them trace the 2nd
contour line and label the center of the foam paper with a “2.”
7) Students will cut out the 2nd contour line.

8) They will repeat this procedure until they have cut out all the contour lines. Remind students to
label the layers with the appropriate numbers
9) Students will need to include the 4 hills represented on the map (as shown in Figure F). They
should trace them separately on the same color foam paper as other layers with the same
elevation. Once all the main layers are glued together, they can go back and glue in their hills.
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10) Students will then start gluing their layers together! Have them glue layer 2 on top of the first
layer. Remind students to pay attention to their original map (the non-photocopied version) to
make sure they are angling their layers correctly.
11) Students will repeat step 10 until all the layers and hills are glued together.

12) Once they have created their models, students should make a key for each color of elevation
level.
a) Before recording their elevations, students will need to convert each elevation level from
feet to meters (1 meter = 3.28 feet). Round to the nearest foot.
b) Example:

13) Student models will represent a segment on one of the study sites in Madidi National Park
(Lower foothill forest: Alto Madidi) which consists of Amazonian habitat.
Part 2:
1) Refer students to Figure B in their student packet. Have students make and share out
observations about the change of topography and altitudinal ranges within Madidi National
Park. Ask students, “What is the contributing factor behind these drastic changes in altitude?”
Teachers should take and discuss responses.
2) The teacher should discuss with students how mountain formations (the Andes Mountains) are
the contributing factor. The teacher should explain that one can see similar changes in
vegetation type when increasing latitude or increasing altitude. Each 100 m (300 ft) gain in
elevation is approximately equal to a 100 km (62 mi) change in latitude.
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3) Depending on the prior knowledge of your students, the teacher may have to go into more depth
about weather and climate (air circulation patterns, ocean currents, uneven heating of Earth’s
surface, etc.) for students to understand the concept of a microclimate. A microclimate is a local
set of atmospheric conditions that differ from the climate of the surrounding area. Microclimates
are characteristic of mountain ranges because of the diversity in topography. Temperature,
precipitation, and wind mixed with altitude cause differences on the windward side of a mountain
(facing the wind) and the leeward side (sheltered from the wind). Mountains commonly result in
high rainfall on the windward side and low rainfall in the rain shadow of the leeward side.
Additionally, steepness of the slope, access to sun, and the amount of precipitation that falls within
a given area all determine the characteristics of a microclimate. Mountainous areas therefore
often have a great diversity of habitat types.
4) In Madidi there are Andean, Yungueño and Amazonian habitats: between the highest point and
the lowest point of the park there are 6,000 meters of difference. Show students the Madidi
Habitat Images.
5) The teacher should discuss with students that the topography differences between the study sights
(reference Figure C) selected by WCS Bolivia resulted in impressive biodiversity findings within
Madidi National Park.
6) The teacher should ask, “Which main habitat type: Andean, Yungueño, Amazonian, do you think
our model exists within?” If students are struggling, encourage them to think about the elevations
represented in their model. The model of Study Site 6 exists within the broader Amazonian habitat.
7) The teacher will ask students if they know of a large Apex predator that can be found in the
Amazon. Wait for student responses. Afterwards the teacher should introduce the jaguar.
8) The teacher will inform students that while conducting their biological survey in Madidi National
Park, WCS scientists in Bolivia found jaguar tracks at an elevation of 737 m.
9) The teacher will instruct students to indicate where on their topographic models (which layer) they
would find the jaguar. This will serve as a segue into the next activity that focuses on the tracking
methodology scientists use to gather knowledge about jaguar populations in Madidi.
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